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On the Output Structure of Certain Finite Automata 
V. B. JOHNSEN 
Institute of Mathematics, University of Tromso, Norway 
The  output  structure of certain composite automata is studied. The  com- 
ponents are cyclic group-type automata with a group homomorph ism as 
output  funct ion associated with each state. Properties of the output  sequence 
such as frequencies and periods of symbols are expressed by properties of the 
component  automata nd their connections, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) a class of loop-free compositions of 
certain automata was studied. The component automata considered were 
activated by a trigging signal denoted by 1. If at an instant of time the trigging 
signal was not applied, there was no state transition and no output. The theory 
in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) was considered basically binary, the composite 
automaton generating periodic binary sequences when clocked regularly. 
In this note we study the case where the component automata ccept any 
field Z/pZ as input/output alphabet, the state transition and output value 
being dependent on the input at any time instant. 
We prove that, correctly interpreted, most of the resuks obtained in 
Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) are still valid, giving a more general theory of 
greater flexibility. The analysis, however is a bit more complicated in this 
case, since calculations previously done in the ring Z of integers now have 
to be performed in a residue class ring of polynomials. 
The reader is referred to Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) for statements and 
notations not explained in this note. 
2. NOTATIONS 
The notations follow closely those of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973). Let p 
be a fixed prime number and Z, -~ Z/pZ the finite field with p elements 
represented by the numbers 0, 1,..., p -- 1. 
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By a sequence 2 = (xj) = (xl, x 2 ,...), we shall always mean a sequence 
with elements xj in Z~, the indices running from 1. We use the notation 
(2)5 = x~. If  i ~ q are integers uch that x,+,~q = xi for all n = 0, 1,..., q is 
a period for the element xi • I f  q is a common period for all elements x 1 ,..., xq,  
q is a period for the sequence 2. The meaning of minimal period should be 
clear. Notice that an element xi in 2 may have different periods q, q' without 
having any common proper divisor of q and q' as a period. For sequences 
this is not the case. 
As in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) we shall study composite automata 
where the components are of a uniform type discussed below. 
Let A be an automaton with state set S = {sl ,..., sq}, input/output alphabet 
Z~,  next state function d: Z~ × S --~ S and output function z: Z~ × S ~ Z~ 
such that: 
d(j, s~) = s(j+~)modq , j and k added as integers, 
z( j ,  s~) ~ jz(1,  se)), (multiplication in Z~), for all s~ 
in S and j  in Z~.  z(1, sk) = ak is an element in Z~ for all states  k in S. The 
sequence d = (al, a2 ,...), where ai+~q = ai for all i <~ q, n = 0, 1,..., is the 
response sequence of A to the input sequence T = (1, 1,...) when A initially 
is in state s 1 . 
This type of automata is closely related to group-type automata s defined 
for instance in Trauth (1966). The integers O, 1,..., p -- 1 operate as elements 
of the additive cyclic group Zq on the set of states S and, for each fixed 
state s~, the output function z( , s~) is simply an endomorphism of the 
group Z~. 
Any automaton of the type above is implemented technically by a 
circulating register storing the numbers Yl  ,..., Yq in a period q of the sequence 
representing the automaton in a given initial state. I f  an input signal x is 
applied, the first output signal is xy 1 and the register is stepped forward x 
times before a new input signal arrives. Further examples in Section 2 of 
Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973). 
As in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 2), this relation between the 
sequence d and the automaton £t, establishes a one-to-one correspondence 
between periodic sequences over Z~ and equivalence classes of automata of 
the type above with distinguished initial state. Such automata with given 
initial state are identified with the periodic sequences representing them. 
If b = (b~-) is any sequence used as input sequence to the automaton A,  the 
response sequence g = (cj) is given by 
cs = (baao(i)), 
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where G( j )= i-}-Ei<~ bi with the interpretation G(1)= I, addition as 
integers. 
If/~, ~ have periods m, n respectively, g has minimal period a divisor of ran. 
Thus a product g -~ ba between periodic sequences over Z~ is defined. This 
product defines an associative operation in the set of periodic sequences over 
Z~. The proof is like that in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). 
EXAMPLE. Let ~= (1, 2, 2,...), y -~ (0,1, 2, 2,1, 0,1,1,  0,...) be se- 
quences of periods 3 and 9, respectively. Then ~ = (0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1, 1, 2, 
1,2,0,2, 1,0, 1 ,0 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,  1, 1,0,2,..). 
The proofs of the main results in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) are based 
on the statements (1),..., (12), concerning algebraic properties of periodic 
binary sequences, listed in ]ohnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). With 
certain modifications ofthe definitions involved, we prove that the mentioned 
statements essentially are still valid. The applications of Section 4 then 
follow by proofs similar to those of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 5). 
Note that the compositon ~ of the periodic sequences £ and ~ has a direct 
interpretation asthe output-(response-)sequence of th automaton associated 
with y when the periodic input sequence £ is applied. Thus the results 
concerning the algebraic structure of this composition, developed in the next 
section, are theorems about he output structure of the type of finite automata 
considered. 
3. PERIODIC SEQUENCES OVER Z~ 
With any sequence 2 ~ (xe) of period q, we associate a polynomial w(£, q) 
in the ring Z[t]/(t v-1 --  l) of polynomials with integer coefficients modulo 
(t ~-1 -- 1). The polynomial w(£, q) ~- ~, nX,  j ~ 0,..., p -- 2, is given by 
defining n 9- as the number of times the element uj occurs in the sequence 
in the period q where u is a fixed generator of the multiplicative group 
z~ - {o). 
Clearly, if mq is another period for the sequence £, then w(~, mq) = 
rnw(~, q). The corresponding polynomial N(~)= w(X, q)/q with rational 
coefficients, gives the frequency of every nonzero element in the sequence ~. 
The polynomial vV(~) is independent of choice of period for ~. 
Notice that if w(~, q) =Y'. n~t~, q--  ~ nj is the number of 0's in the period q, 
and if N(~) -= ~ mj#, then 1 - -  E rn~ is the frequency of O's in £. 
With the composition of sequences introduced in Section 2, the additive 
group of periodic sequences over Z~ has ringlike properties. By assigning 
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the polynomials w(~, q), v7(£) to the sequence ~, we get a mapping into a 
residue class ring of polynomials. This correspondence is not a 
"homomorphism," and the restricted class of sequences investigated in the 
following is introduced in order to improve this situation. 
Let ~ = (x~i), i = 1,..., n be sequences and q a common period. The set 
{~}~ is called a splitting (of the sum 2 = ~i )  if for each index k, xfl @ 0 
for at most one index i. Then the following conditions are seen to be 
equivalent: 
(a) {2~}~ is a splitting; 
(b) w(52 ~e -/, q) = ~ w(£ i, q); 
(c) ~(Z ~) -- Z ~(~). 
The sequence 3 v is called a split factor in £, if there exists a sequence g such 
that {~9, ~} is a splitting of £ Thus the additive structure is preserved when 
a set of sequences forming a splitting is mapped into the ring Z[t]/(t ~-1 - -  1) 
of polynomials. 
With the new definition of ~(g), the definition of splitting and split factor 
is formally as in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). The difference 
being, that the calculations previously done in the ring Z of integers, now 
have to be performed in the residue class ring Z[t]/(t~-a - -  1) of polynomials. 
In view of applications to composite automata, we shall establish properties 
of sequences over Z~ similar to the statements (1),..., (12) given in Johnsen 
and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). These properties listed below are numbered 
correspondingly to those of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). They 
are valid for all sequences where no restrictions are given. 
(1) l x=x l  =X.  
(3) ~(y + ~) = (~) + (~). 
(5) (xy)~ va 0 implies x~ ¢ 0. 
(6) If  {£~,..., 2~} is a splitting, then {x--;~ ,..., x~} is a splitting. 
(7) If{fl~ , . . . ,Yn} is a splitting of y, then {~-f~ .... , ~-y~} 
is a splitting of ~ .  
If there exists no split factor @ 0, v~ £ and of period r in a sequence 2, 
is said to be r-irreducible. 
(11) If ~ has a period qK, there exists a unique splitting {20 ,..., 2K} of 
such that ~- has period qJ" fo r j  = 0,..., K,  and such that 2~. is qJ-Mrreducible 
fo r j  = 1,..., K if K > 0. This splitting is called the canonical splitting of ~. 
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The proofs are small modifications of those given in Johnsen and Kjeldsen 
(1973, Section 4), and will not be repeated. Note that the present version of (5) 
is equivalent to (5) as stated in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) in the binary 
case. If p > 2, 37 is not necessarily a split factor in ~- as demonstrated by the 
example in Section 2. 
EXAMPLE. Let g - - (2 ,  0,...), y = (0, 1,...) be sequences over Z a of 
period 2. Then ~-~ = 0 such that statement (2) of Johnsen and Kjeldsen 
(1973, Section 4) is no longer valid. 
We shall now introduce a class of periodic sequences such that the multi- 
plicative structure is preserved when the mapping into the ring Z[t]/(t ~4 --  1) 
applied. 
Let u be the fixed generator of the multiplicative group Z~-  {0}. We 
define a function 
d: Z[t]/(t ~-1 --  1) ~ Z~ 
by 
j = 0 ..... p --  2. 
Then d is a homomorphism of rings such that 
d(w(~, q)) = (~ xk) rood p, k = 1,..., q, 
when ~ is a sequence of period q. We shall wrke 
d(w(~, q)) = a(~, q) 
for short. Note that if q = pq' and if g has period q', d(~, q) ~- d(w(g, pq')) -= 
d~pw(~, q')) = (P(E x~)) rood p -- 0. 
Define X'(p) to be the set of all sequences g such that for some nonnegative 
integer K, ~ has period p~: and d(w(~, pK)) ~ 0. It follows that pro is the 
minimal period of X since p is a prime number. 
EXAMPLE. Let ~ = (1, 2, 0,...) be a sequence over Z a of minimal period 3. 
Then ~ is not in X(3) since, for all nonnegative integers K, d(w(~, 3to)) = 
a(3 ~-1 w(~, 3)) = 0. 
Note that T is in X'(p) while 0 is not. In the binary case, i.e., Z v = Z2,  
Z[t] / ( tv-1--  1) = Z and w(0~, q) = ~ xe, explaining the notation used in 
Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). 
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The virtue of the class x(9) lies in the following properties, whose proofs 
are given below: 
(2) Let % be in z(p) and 7 # 0 a sequence of period pL. Then AFT # 0. 
(4) Let x be in x(p) of minimal period pK, and 7 # 0 a sequence of 
period pL. Then 
w(xy, PK+y = w(% P”) w($ P”), 
zqxy) = z-qq ~?z(J), 
d(xy, pK+“) = qx, p”) cqy, py. 
(8) If ??r ,...) zn are in x(p), then X; ... Z~ is in x(p). 
(9) Let (%r ,..., ~~1 be a splitting with all sequences in z(p) and one 
of greater minimal period than the others. Then or + ... + ji;l~ is in X(p). 
(12) Let 5 be in x(p) and let 7 be a sequence of minimal period pL, 
L > 0. If {~j>~ is the canonical splitting 9, then {5$$jj is the canonical splitting 
of 5. 
The reconstructability of an automaton from the output sequence is a 
general problem connected with minimality-properties. When f is in x(p) 
and 7 is a sequence of period pL, the automaton p is uniquely determined 
together with its initial state by the input sequence x and the output sequence 
3. This is a consequence of (2) and (3). In fact, let 7, z be sequences of some 
common period pL. and 3 a sequence in x(p). Suppose 5$ = Xx. Then 
5 - Xz = 0 or equivalently ~(7 - Z) = 0 by (3). Then (2) implies that 
jj-~=~orji=,$. 
In the binary case both the input sequence and the automaton are uniquely 
determined by the output sequence in the sense of statement (10) in Johnsen 
and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 4). In our setting the situation is more complicated 
as the following example shows: 
Let ff = (1, 1, 0 ,... ), $2, 2, 0 ,... ), z = (I, 0, l,...) be sequences over 2, 
- - of period 3. Clearly, X, y, and x are all in X(3). However, 
i$ = (2,2,0,0,2, 0,2,0,0 ,*..) = js. 
If the input sequence is not known, as may be the case if 9 is to be re- 
constructed as a component in a composite automaton, we have only been 
able to reconstruct the position of O’s in the sense of (10) below. 
By definition we shall say that two sequences z = (x,), 7 = (ye) have 
different zero structures if for at least one index K, one but not both xK , yk are 
equal to zero. 
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(10) Let £ be in X'(p) and y @ i3 a sequence of period pL. Then the zero 
structure of X is uniquely determined by that of x-~. The zero structure of if 
is uniquely determined by ~ and the zero structure of ~ .  
Note that statement (10) of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973), Section 4 follows 
from our version since a binary sequence is determined by the position of the 
zeros. 
The proof of (2) and (4) is based on (3) together with the technical lemma 
given below. Let £ be a sequence in X(p) of minimal period p/C. Let k be an 
integer such that 1 ~< k ~< pL and y~ =/= 0 a number in Z~. We then define 
the sequenceif~ asfollows: (ife)~. = y~ if and only i f j  is congruent to k modulo 
pL; otherwise (:~,)~- = 0. The minimal period of ~ = ~-y~ is pK+L and we 
shall write 
;~ - -  (~11~.. .~ *~'~K1 ~ 2 2 pL = "~1 .... , Z~K .. . . .  Z 1 . . . . .  ~pL , " ' ) "  
LEMMA 1. With the notations above, suppose (2)5 -- x~ ~ 0 for some j, 
1 <~ j <~ pK. Then z~ i ~# 0 (with value xjyk) for exactly one value i(k) of i, 
1 ~ i <~ pL. Further, if z~ (k) and z~ (~') are both =# O, then i(k) is congruent to 
i(k') modulo pL', a divisor of p L, if and only if k is congruent to k' modulo pL'. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 in Section 4 of Johnsen and 
Kjeldsen (1973) and we omit the details. 
Proof of (2). Let X and y be sequences as in (2). Since if =# 0 there is a 
split factor ife in if of the type defined above Lemma 1. Then by Lemma 1, 
~eva  0. By (7), ~e  is a split factor in ~.  Thus ~-y =/= 0 and (2) is proved. 
Proof of (4). Let ~ be in X(p) of minimal period p~C, and y v~ 0 a sequence 
of period pL. y has an obvious splitting {if~}~ where each sequence y~ is of the 
type considered in Lemma 1 with minimal period pL. By Lemma 1, the 
nonzero terms of ~ is the set {(£j)(ye)~}. By (3) and (7), the terms of x-y, O's 
included, in the period pK+L, is the set ((2)~(y~)k}~-,~ , 1 <~ j <~ pX, 1 ~ k <~ pr.. 
Let u be the fixed generator of Z9 -- (0} and let w(~, pX) = ~ ay, w(y, pZ) = 
~, b~t ~. Then the nonzero term (2)~.(2P~)e--u ~ if and only if (2)j = u m, 
(Y~)I~ = un where m + n ~ r modulo (p --  1). The number of times this 
occurs in the set {(2)j(if~)~}~.~ is equal to the coefficient c~ in the 
product~ crt ~ = (~, ay) (~, bet k) modulo (t~-I _ 1). Thus w(x-~, pK+L) _~ 
W(~, prO) W(2, pZ), C()-~) = ~(2) C(if) and, since d is a homomorphism, 
d(-~, pX+r) = d(2, pK) d(if, pZ). The proof of (4) is then complete. 
Proof of(8). By induction on the number n, using the property 
d(x-~, pK+L) = d(2, pK) d(if, pL) of (4). 
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Proof of (9). Suppose £i has minimal period pKq and let I be the only 
index such that KI = maxi{Ki}. Then since {21 ..... ~} is a splitting and 
pK1 is a common period for all the sequences 21 .... ,2~, 
w(2 1 +. . .  + 2 , ,  pK1) = Z w(x', PK') 
= w(~z, p~:') + ~, pKz-X'w(~i, plq). 
ivY1 
Then d(2 1 + "" + 2~, pK1) _~ d(~z, pK1) ~ 0 since pKz is the minimal 
period of 2z in X(p). 
Proof of (12). Let 2 be in X(p) and let • :/: 0 be a sequence of minimal 
period pZ, L > 0. With the notations from (11), let {~j}j, j = 0,..., K +L ,  
{37k}~, k = 1,..., L, be the canonical splittings of ~ = ~-~ and 37 respectively. 
By Lemma 1, no nonzero element in ~'y has period pK since the minimal 
period of 37 is greater than 1. Thus g~ = 0 for all j  = 0,..., K. Since a nonzero 
element (g)g(37)k in ~-f has minimal periodp K+I if and only if the corresponding 
element (37)~ in 37 has minimal period p by Lemma 1, it follows that 5x+ 1 = xy'---1. 
By repeating the argument, z-K+j = xy---~ for allj ---- 1,..., L. Thus (12) is proved. 
Proof of (lO). Suppose 2,~'  are sequences in X(.p) with different zero 
structures. Let 37, 37' be two sequences different from 0 and both of period 
pL > 1. Let pX be a common period for 2 and 2' and suppose (2)j @ 0 while 
(2')j ---- 0. Then by Lemma 1, (~)j+,~K @ 0 for some integer s while 
(2'37')j+s~K = 0 for all s. The first part of (10) is then proved. 
Now, suppose (Y)z~ @ 0 while (Y)k = 0 and suppose (2)j @ 0. According 
to Lemma 1, (~-~)ffck) ~ 0 while (~-~,)ff(k) = 0 proving that the zero structures 
o f~ and ~ '  are different. The proof of (10) is then complete. 
Notice that by (4) and (12) we may calculate the frequencies of all nonzero 
symbols of all subperiods in the sequence ~'~. This sequence is to be inter- 
preted as the response sequence to the input sequence ~, of any automaton 
in the equivalence class specified by the sequence 37. 
As an example, let 2, 37 be the sequence over Z a : 
2 = (1, 2, 2,...), y = (0, L 2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0,...) 
of periods 3 and 9, respectively. 
The number 2 is a generator for the multiplicative group {1, 2}. Then 
w(2 ,3)= l+2t ,  w(y, 9 )=4+2t ,  
d(2, 3) ----- (1 + 2 • 2) mod 3 = 2 ~ 0 such that 2 is in X(p). 
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The canonical splitting of y is given by 
Yl = (0, 1, 0,...), Y2 = (0, 0, 2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,...) 
of period 3 and 9, respectively. Then {x-f1, x-f~) is the canonical splitting 
of x-y. All nonzero symbols in ~1 have minimal period 9, all nonzero symbols 
in xy'--z have minimal period 27, and there are no nonzero symbols of other 
minimal periods. 
The frequencies of symbols in the subperiods are given by 
w0"fl, 9) = w(X, 3) w(y l ,  3) =- (1 + 2t)(1) mod(t z-- 1) = 1 + 2t, 
w0-Yo., 27) = w(~, 3) w(y z , 9) = 5 + 4t. 
Since w(~l ,  27) = 3w(x-fl, 9), ~ has three 1% of minimal period 9, six 2's 
of minimal period 9, five l's of minimal period 27, and four 2's of minimal 
period 27, in the period 27. 
By explicit calculation 
x-y = (0,2, 1,0,2,0, 1, 1,2, 1,2,0,2, 1,0, 1,0,2,2,2,2,0,0,  
1, 1, 0, 2,...), 
and the results above may be verified. 
How to calculate the frequencies of O's in each subperiod, is solved in 4. 
Since there are no zeros in ~ and three of minimal period 27 in 37, it follows 
by the general theory given in Section 4, that there are nine 0's in x-y all of 
minimal period 27. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO COMPOSITE AUTOMATA 
In Section 3 the class X'(p) of periodic sequences over Z~ was introduced. 
This class has some nice ringlike properties as expressed by the statements 
(1), (2), (3), (8), and (9). Further we have a "homomorphism" w into the 
residue class ring Z[t]/(t ~-1 -  1) of polynomials, the polynomial w(~, q) 
counting the frequency of all symbols in the sequence ~ in the period q. 
As in Section 5 of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) the algebraic results, 
previously obtained, may be used to study the output structure of composi- 
tions of automata of the type introduced in Section 2. This is obtained by 
designing compositions suchthatthe output sequence isformedby an algebraic 
expression i the ring-like structure of XT(p). Then by mapping this expression 
into the ring Z[t]/(t ~-1 - -  1), the frequency of each symbol of all subperiods 
in the output sequence is easily calculated (Theorems 1and 2). 
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The composite automata considered are described by graphs giving the 
connections. The type of graphs permitted is given in Sections 3 and 5 of 
Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973), and we refer the reader to that paper for all 
details. The only difference to be noted is that this time the interconnection 
logics at the vertices are addition modulo p. 
I f  v~ is a vertex in the connection graph G, ~(vi) is the sequence generated, 
after addition at the interconnection logic situated at vertex vi ,  when the 
composite automaton is clocked regularly, i.e., input sequence ]'. Definitions 
and details are given in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Section 3). 
Let ~iy be the sequence representing the component automaton associated 
with the edge (vi,  v~). The composite automaton with distinguished initial 
state is then completely described by the matrix ((xij)). 
I f  v is a vertex in G, the maximal ength of all paths from the initial vertex 
v 0 to v, is called the level of v. The level of the terminal vertex vt is called 
the order of G. 
Let q = pL where L is a fixed nonnegative integer and G a connection 
graph of order K > 1. Corresponding to each edge (vi ,  vj) in G let there be 
given a sequence xij over Z~ such that: 
(a) All sequences xij" have the same minimal period q. 
(b) If  the indexj  ~ t then xij is in _~(p). 
(c) I f  i is any index such that v i is a vertex different from vt,  the set 
{xiJ}J of sequences such that (v~, vj) is an outgoing edge from v~ is a splitting. 
Such a matrix is called a connection matrix associated with the graph G. 
The state transition diagrams of all the components are thus identical, 
illustrated for the case p = 3, q = 9 in Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. State transition diagram, p = 3, q = 9. 
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For the sequences g~. we shall use the notations 
wit : w(2ij, q) and wij = C(xij)" 
The matrix ((N~j)) is denoted by N(G). The length (i.e., the number of edges) 
of a path g is denoted by Lg. 
T~EOREM 1. Let v i be a vertex on levelL i in G. Then ~(2(vi)) = (~ ~(G)k)oi, 
summation from k = 1 to L i .  
A connection graph is called pseudoproper if for all vertices v v~ vt there 
is only one path from v 0 to v of length equal to the level of v. A vertex in a 
connection graph is on colevelL, if the shortest path from v to vt has lengthL. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a pseudoproper connection graph with matrix ((£ij)), 
and let {v¢} be the vertices on colevel 1 and level L in G. For each i, let £ft be the 
split factor in the canonical splitting of xit of period q~, k > O. Then {£(vi)£~} i is 
a splitting of the canonical split factor of £(vt) of period qz+~c. 
The proofs of the corresponding Theorems 1 and 2 in Johnsen and 
Kjeldsen (1973, Section 5) are based on the algebraic properties (1)-(12) 
in Section 4 of Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973). Since we have proved that 
these statements (with the given reinterpretations) are still valid, the proofs 
given in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) carry over to the present situation 
with minor alterations. 
Statement (10) is only used in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973) to prove 
Theorem 3 in that paper. Our version of that statement is much weaker, 
and Theorem 3 is no longer valid in the present setting. 
Theorem 2 characterizes all periods of nonzero elements in the output 
sequence £(v,). Then by using Theorem 1 the frequency of all nonzero 
elements of all periods may be calculated. The periods of O's in the output 
sequences are calculated as in Johnsen and Kjeldsen (1973, Lemma 4). 
We leave the details to the reader. 
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